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Who are we?
Electric Harvest is a production company, specialising in the production of 
concept and story for tv and web. Our strong features are the idea process, 
marketing strategies and film.

Main Crew
Emma Julie Jensen // Producer & AD 
Vegard Bjørneset // Script, Concept and Design  
Luke Taylor // Director, Cinematographer & Post-Prod.
Alexandra Neger // Illustration and Concept Design
Luen Warneke // Web, Post-Prod. &  Ass. Cinematographer
Heather Grant // Photography & Production Ass.
Peter Bullis  // Sound and Soundtrack

What do we do?
We are producing a multi plattform webseries, which relies heavily on viral 
marketing online and in the real world. The series is a 2*15-20 min story, 
with multiple short videos launched on social network channels in addition. 
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Deliverables
▯ 5 Videofiles (2 episodes à 15 - 20 min, 3 webisodes à 1 - 2 min)
 ° Gathered onto one DVD

▯ Teasers

▯ Webpage

▯ Merchandise

▯ Soundtrack

▯ Production Design
 ° Logos, DVD design, promotional and marketing posters
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People publish their lives online, 
what if someone tapped into it?
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The series revolves around the two “twentysomething” friends Nicholas 
Bricker and Jennifer Ward. 

Jennifer Ward is a filesharer/”pirate”, making money of Google Ads and 
spending most of her time uploading different material to the internet. 
Many of these materials are considered by some to be “sensitive” as they 
reflect strong political views. Think Anarchist Cookbook, Zeigest etc. In ad-
dition to regular “pirated material” such as games, movies etc.

Nicholas Bricker is a slacker, working in a videostore, and spends most of 
his time enjoying popular culture and a general “problem-free” life. His only 
problem is the fact that he is desperately in love with Jennifer, and even 
though they are childhood friends, she has never “seen him” as a potential 
boyfriend.

As the two of them are on their way home from a night on the town, they 
come across an alley where something seedy is happening. They decide to 
shoot it on film. Only after do they realize that it is a high profile politcian.

Around the same time, a mysterious man is arriving in their town.

As they upload the video online, they unknowingly light the fuse on a chain of 
events. There is an organization called Tracers, which surveillance people. 
Their targets are the people among us that indulge in piracy and especially 

the kind that spreads “sensitive” material. Since most people publish their 
entire life on social networks anyway, all they had to do was “tap in”.

The video uploaded is seen as Jen`s “third strike” and since it was uploaded 
it through her “social page” account(unknowingly) the Tracers decide that 
a “direct attack” like that is her final straw. It is later revealed that the girl 
they caught on tape in action with the politician, is found killed at the same 
place they shot the footage.

With Nick at work, the Tracers move fast, and break into their house, kidnapping 
Jennifer. Trying to conceal it as Jennifer leaving because of a personal crisis.

The next day Nicholas is dragged out of his house by the mysterious hobo, 
which is turning out to be an exchanger. The exchangers are a group of 
people like Jennifer, rising against the hidden rule of the tracers, demand-
ing the human right to live free.(as one see fit).

The Exchanger was there to recruit Jen, but because of the uploaded video, 
he didn`t assume he would rescue her from capture as well.
Dragging Nick along with him, the Exchanger searches for and finds Jen-
nifer. He gives them an offer of joining their rebellion, as the threat of the 
Tracers are clear as day at this point, Jennifer agrees, and since Nick finally 
can be with Jennifer now(as she saw him for what he really was, after com-
ing for her with the exchanger) he agrees to join too, reluctantly.

The Exchangers Summary
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Episode Breakdown
EPISODE ONE

▯ Nick and Jennier shoots video of politician.

▯ Nick and Jen uploads video of politician.

▯ The exchanger arrives in their town.

▯ The exchanger scouts around, studying their daily routines.

▯ The exchanger places a note in their mailbox telling Jennifer to run, and   
    that he will be in contact.

▯ Politicians flirt is found dead.

▯ Jennifer flinches, and gets kidnapped. 

EPISODE TWO

▯ The exchanger “meets” Nick and drags him along with him.

▯ Nicholas and the exchanger has a “fallout”.

▯ The exchanger convinces Nick that he cant chicken out.

▯ The exchanger and Nick arrive at a warehouse, where they interrogate  
    a Tracer.

▯ Nick and the exchanger discovers the final tracer hideout.

▯ They free Jennifer.

▯ Jennifer sees the extent of the Tracer network, as the exchanger           
    shows  them.

▯ The three of them leave to go to the “resistance”.

WEBISODES / VIRAL

1. Between: Footage of politican 2. Between: Footage of The Exchangers putting the note in Jennifers mailbox

3. After: The Exchanger folder is released. 4. End: Jennifer`s closing monologue 
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Viral Marketing
The viral marketing campaign will be a combination of using analogue and 
digital mediums and societies. As mentioned on the previous page, we will 
have small webisodes, which will be an extension of the series. These will be 
leaked on social network pages and channels, like youtube, twitter, vimeo, 
facebook, flickr etc. We want to use the social networks as much as we 
can. In addition to the webisodes, we have a poster campaign going on.

POSTERS
The poster campaign is divided into two parts. The first part contains small 
“notes”. These notes contains messages related to the tv show, like “they 
are watching”, “they know everything”. This + the tv show logo is the only 
thing on these notes. The aim here is to get people curious about what it is, 
without giving away too much information. Eventually we would want them 
to come to our webpage, and if they are curious enough they will google it 
or search for the group on facebook.

INNER CIRCLE
Our network circle is the people who will start this campaign for us. They 
are located in different cities and countries around the globe. They have 
been asked to hang posters, spam them on the internet, put them as their 
profile picture etc. The aim is to get as many as possible to do this, so that 
it gets noticed by outsiders. Documentation goes on Flickr group.

POSTERS #2
As soon as the first episode is launched, the second part of the campaign 
comes out. This is the beginning of the audience war. We will have two dif-
ferent posters, one exchanger poster and one tracer poster. We will get 
our inner circle to start hanging exchanger posters (which will be similar to 
the first posters, just with more information on them).

EXCHANGERS VS. TRACERS
We will have a sign up on our website, which will make you choose side 
between being an Exchanger or a Tracer. Which side you choose deter-
mines what kind of instructions you get. As an Exchanger you will be given 
the same posters as our inner circle, with the instructions to hang them 
up or distrubute them online. If you, on the other hand, take the Tracers 
side, you will be given a different poster or message. The poster should be 
hanged over any Exchangers poster you find, as a “censur”. Online, you will 
be given a message, which you will need to write on any status or photo an 
Exchanger has posted. 

This will be an audience war, where the aim is to extend the content of the 
series to an entirely different level, where the viewers themself continues 
the story on their own.
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Viral Documentation
All documentation in regards to hanging posters, or distributing them on-
line, will go to the flickr group page for The Exchangers. The aim is to get so 
many people to document it on Flickr, so that people will get their eyes up 
for what this is all about.

There is also a Facebook page for The Exchangers, which will be very cryp-
tic, just posting the same information as on the posters, maybe a link to the 
webpage or small episodes around and about. 

This is what we would like people to do; Put the different posters as their 
profile picture. Get more and more people interested.
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Storyboard
Project:    Exchangers  EP1                                                              Production Company:      Electric Harvest                                          Board 
Design Date:      /     /
                                                                                                                                                               
Scene No.:     1       Shot No.:     1                                                                       Scene No.:     1      Shot No.:    2       

                                                                                                     Notes :                                                                                                                   Notes :

Shot Size :                      Move :                                                                           Shot Size :                      Move : 

Action:  Black Screen                  Action:   Nick is leaning against the window of his  

                                                                              own car. He is breathing heavily and looks as if he’s   

Vox / Dialogue :     The sound of a car driving at high                                     about to have a breakdown. 

speed becomes louder and more distinct. We hear                                        Vox / Dialogue : 

the car shift gears. 

SFX / Graphic :                                                                                                    SFX / Graphic : 
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Storyboard
Project:    Exchangers EP1                                                                     Production Company:     Electric Harvest                                      Board 
Design Date:      /     /

Scene No.:     1       Shot No.:     3                                                                        Scene No.:           Shot No.:           

                                                                                                     Notes :                                                                                                                   Notes :

Shot Size :                      Move :                                                                           Shot Size :                      Move : 

Action:   Jen’s bedroom door is seen busted open             Action:   Roll Intro 

violently  

Vox / Dialogue :                                                               Vox / Dialogue : 

SFX / Graphic :                                                                                                    SFX / Graphic : 
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Storyboard
Project:        Exchangers EP1                                                       Production Company:       Electric Harvest                                            Board 
Design Date:      /     /

Scene No.:     2       Shot No.:                                                                              Scene No.:              Shot No.:           

                                                                                                     Notes :                                                                                                                   Notes :

Shot Size :                      Move :                                                                           Shot Size :                      Move : 

Action:   Jen and Nick are standing on the street              Action:  A man approaches looking at Jen lustly. Jen 

talking.                                                           presses up to nick and puts her hand on his shoulder 

Vox / Dialogue :                                                               Vox / Dialogue : 

SFX / Graphic :                                                                                                    SFX / Graphic : 
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Storyboard
Project:         Exchangers EP1                                                       Production Company:        Electric Harvest                                           Board 
Design Date:      /     /

Scene No.:             Shot No.:                                                                                Scene No.:           Shot No.:           

                                                                                                     Notes :                                                                                                                   Notes :

Shot Size :                      Move :                                                                           Shot Size :                      Move : 

Action:   Jen and Nick are walking down the street              Action:   At the mouth of an alley we see the shape 

jokingly punching each other talking.                of a man groping a women.  

Vox / Dialogue :                                                               Vox / Dialogue : 

SFX / Graphic :                                                                                                    SFX / Graphic : 
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Storyboard
Project:        Exchangers  EP1                                                         Production Company:        Electric Harvest                                        Board 
Design Date:      /     /

Scene No.:             Shot No.:                                                                                Scene No.:           Shot No.:           

                                                                                                     Notes :                                                                                                                   Notes :

Shot Size :                      Move :                                                                           Shot Size :                      Move : 

Action:   After realising the man is a politician Nick             Action:   They shoot clear footage of the man all  

rushes to draw his phone out of his pocket.                                                    over the young girl then hurry away from the alley.  

Vox / Dialogue :                                                               Vox / Dialogue : 

SFX / Graphic :                                                                                                    SFX / Graphic : 
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Colour scheme

We hope to achieve an effective look with regards to the colour by having 
fairly harsh lighting on some of the more dramatic scenes mixed with the 
depressing greenish/blue (e.g. the Bourne films) with some of the lighter 
scenes still retaining a slightly dirty feel to reflect the imperfect world of 
the story (e.g. last scene of Se7en). This however is subject to change in 
post processing pending the ‘feel’ of the story.
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ACTORS, LOCATIONS AND SCHEDULE
We now have our 3 main lead characters cast with only minor and extras 
roles to be filled. A teaser trailer will be released followed by principal pho-
tography on the weekend or early next week.
 
Location scouting is still under-way, which will be a key factor in determin-
ing whether or not principal photography begins on schedule. The same 
applies for our props and costumes, however the shooting schedule can 
be arranged to accommodate any discrepancies. 

The shoot has been broken up into 9 separate shooting periods. This 
means a potential of 9 days of principal photography. However, it may be 
possible to shoot 2 sequences in a day depending on convince. This would 
leave ample time for re shoots and editing.

EQUIPMENT SITUATION
Due to our budget situation, we will not be able to afford the $4000+ 
required to purchase our own camera and so we will be borrowing one 
of the SoCA store’s Canon 5D Mark II cameras along with various other 
pieces of equipment such as lights, reflectors, additional lenses, micro-
phone and boom pole.

As far as shooting techniques go, we have 2 camera rigs in mind for the 
shoot. We will be using a single camera set up for each shot though.

The first rig will be a shoulder rig which will allow greater control when pulling 
focus. This will be used for calmer, more static shots. An additional eyepiece 
covering the LCD screen will allow for greater accuracy when measuring 
focus.

The the second rig is a rectangular “fig rig” design with a sliding macro plate. 
The “fig rig” will allow great mobility of camera and give a steady, but natural 
movement to the footage. It will mostly be used in fast paced scenes.  The 
sliding macro plate will allow the camera to be shifted backwards and for-
wards on the rig to compensate for any lens changes. There is also the op-
tion to add a static Rode microphone and Lilliput 7” monitor to the rig if the 
budget permits.

In terms of lighting, all the outdoor scenes will be shot with natural light and 
reflectors. Interior scenes will be shot using studio lights from the store and 
other ambient light sources. Lighting research is still ongoing.

Sound will be captured in camera using a single external boom or fixed micro-
phone. Any foley or ambient noise will be captured as needed.

EDITING AND POST PRODUCTION
At this stage the primary editing suite that will use is Sony Vegas Pro. However, 
Adobe Premiere Pro has supposedly come along leaps and bounds since CS4 
and may be a better option especially for its work flow compatibility with After Effects. 

Shooting Overview
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Shooting Lenghts
We have divided the scenes into 9 possible days of shooting. Some of these may 
be combined, as it is just rough shooting lenghts. We aim for 9 days of filming.

1: 5-6 Hours
Night on the Town     

2: 5-6 Hours
Return from Town + Jen`s  Abduction

3: 4-5 Hours
Morning after Town + The Exchanger meets Nick

4: 5-6 Hours
Car: Nick and The Exchanger

5: 3-4 Hours
The Exchanger Running + Getting off bus/train

6: 3-4 Hours
Videostore

7: 4-5 Hours
Warehouse Interrogation

8: 7-8 Hours
Tracer Hideout

9: 5-6 Hours
Epilogue + Other
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SOUND
With the sound for the Exchangers episodes we plan to take full 
advantage of the studio spaces throughout SOCA. The Foley sound 
will be done on and off set using pre-recorded and sounds to be 
recorded in the studio using various objects and methods.

SOUNDTRACK
With the soundtrack we are planning to use a couple of distinct 
themes to attach to characters to create emotion for each. The 
style and moods of the soundtrack will all depend on the film content, 
length and general feeling.

SOFTWARE
Programs to be used are Garageband, Reason rewired with Pro-
tools LE, which will give us enough variety to create something fresh 
and interesting.

Sound Demo is attached in the digital documentation.

Sound
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Location Ideas

Ross River Dam
This could fit for the exterior 
shots of one of the ware-
house scenes. Need to look 
into if there is a possibility of 
filming inside as well.

Old Railway Station
The old railway station might be used instead of a 
bus, for when the exchanger arrives into the town.

Sturt Street
There is a lot of alleys along Sturt 
Street, where we most likely will film 
the politician scene. These are some 
examples of footage from there.

Location idea: ally 

Sturt st 

 

 

Location idea: ally 

248 sturt st (behind xandras) 

 

 

Sturt  St  

 

 

Location idea: Ross dam(warehouse type shed thingy) 

 

LOCATION IDEA: OLD RAILWAY STATION 
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Actors

Morgan Pugh as Nick
Morgan will play the role as the 
video store slacker, Nick, and we 
must say; he is perfect for the role.

Zoe Carrier as Jennifer
Zoe will play the role as the “pirate” Jen-
nifer. Zoe is a natural when it comes to 
acting, and slipped comfortably into the 
role already at the audition.

Tristan Savage as The Exchanger
Despite being much younger than we had pictured 
The Exchanger, Tristan has a look and way of acting 
that we just could not say no to at the auditions. 
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Index -
Home

Film

Episodes Teasers Behind the 
scenes

Sign Up

Choose 
your side

Confirm

About Us

Sponsors

Contact Us

Send Email

The first and second lines link to each other. 
Webpage Flowchart
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Promo Webpage
This is how the webpage looks today. It is part of our viral marketing strategy, 
where the webpage is connected with the poster marketing done interna-
tionally. The webpage will, however, change just before the teaser is launched 
online.

www.theexchangers.com
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Webpage Screens

MAIN PAGE
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ABOUT SIGN UP

CONTACTVIDEO

Webpage Screens
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Logo Manual
Electric Harvest Productions
The Production Company Logo can be used in both classic 
grey, or with the supplementary colours teal and lime, 
separately. Logo Icon can be used alone, but could also 
be used in conjunction with the main logo. It will then be 
placed over the logo, centered. Size is realtive.
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This is the “classic” layout. This will be used as far as possible.

This is the negative logo. This will be used when the classic logo 
is unusable, either because of colors or because of elements 
conflicting with the black type in any way.

This is the textured logo. This will be used mainly on the webpage.

Logo Manual
The Exchangers Logo
How the logo should be used.
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Production Schedule 26/08/10
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Production Schedule 26/08/10
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Production Schedule 26/08/10
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Contact Details
Emma Julie Jensen // Producer & AD 
E: emmajuliejensen@gmail.com
P: 044 922 0959

Vegard Bjørneset // Script, Concept and Design
E: vegard.bjorneset@gmail.com
P: 040 329 7964

Luke Taylor // Director, Cinematographer & Post-Prod.
E: luketaylordesigns@gmail.com
P: 0404195262

Alexandra Neger // Illustration and Concept Design
E: alexandra.neger@gmail.com
P: 0401954394

Luen Warneke // Web, Post-Prod. &  Ass. Cinematographer
E: luenwarneke@gmail.com
P: 0415947748

Heather Grant // Photography & Production Ass.
E: heather.lea.grant@gmail.com 
P: 0401195729

Peter Bullis  // Sound and Soundtrack
E: peter.bullis87@gmail.com
P: 0401195729


